Operational Research Society of India – Bangalore Chapter (ORSI-BC) invites applications, for “Prof. Ravi Ravindran and ORSI-BC Internship Award” for Two Months with Internship amount of Rs. 25,000/- per month, from a Faculty, who is pursuing Doctoral-Research or Post-Doctoral Research in the areas of Operations Research / Industrial Engineering / Decision Science.

In addition to Internship amount, return travel support by sleeper class in Train and Rs. 5,000/- per month towards incidental expenses during the Internship period will be given to the intern.

The preferred period for the Internship is during May-July 2020.

The Internship applicants must meet the following eligibility criteria to apply.

• Should be a Regular Faculty with at least 3 years of continuous working experience in an Engineering or Management Institute, approved by AICTE and affiliated to any State University.

• Should have registered for PhD Program, passed Comprehensive Examination and should have obtained confirmation for pursuing PhD in an established University of repute OR should have submitted the PhD thesis and in this case should make use of this fellowship opportunity within one year from the date of submission of PhD Thesis, OR should have been awarded PhD and in this case should make use of this fellowship opportunity within one year from the date of award of PhD.

• Should be willing to be a full time Researcher during these two months Internship period under the supervision of one or two professional and qualified members of ORSI-Bangalore Chapter at Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore.

• Should prepare a detailed Research Report, preferably a journal paper with appropriately acknowledging the Internship, and same should be submitted to the ORSI-BC Mentor/Supervisor along with a copy to “The Secretary, ORSI-Bangalore Chapter”.

The eligible applicant should submit the hard copy (as well as soft copy) of his / her CV, and a Research Proposal to carry out during the Internship, with photograph to the following address (email) on or before 15th February 2020.

Dr. M. Mathirajan
Vice-President, ORSI-BC
Council Member of ORSI
Department of Management Studies
Faculty of Engineering
Indian Institute of Science
Bangalore – 560 012, India
E-mail : orsibc.mgmt@iisc.ac.in / iiscmathi@gmail.com